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Proxess mobile credentials deliver 
Real-Time to the Offline.

Mobile Credentials

Cost and communications are traditionally at odds, necessitating 
compromise between security departments and management. 
Proxess mobile credentials (PMC) bridge that gap, extending 
real-time rights modifications and audit uploading to and from 
your interior intelligent, wire-free locksets – with no additional 
infrastructure cost.

Proxess mobile credentials provide an innovative user experience, 
automatically finding and displaying the authorized door with 
the strongest signal, allowing just a single tap to open any door 
in the system, no matter how large the deployment. Further, the 
PMC’s Battery-Respect mode keeps your phone fresh, unlike the 
operation of other security apps that deplete the phone’s battery 
and require touching a reader with your hand. 

Including a checkbox for timed offline operation, the PMC 
accommodates usage in buildings with poor geographic or interior 
Cloud or WiFi connections.

The PMCs include all the options of our physical credentials, 
including Toggle, First-in, Pass-through and Lockdown. The 
PMC user experience is again enhanced, as this can all be 
accomplished on-approach rather than beginning the entry 
request process after you arrive at the door. Further, a lost phone 
is much more likely to be noticed and reported than a “misplaced” 
card, securing a vulnerability of traditional card-based systems.

Uniquely, the PMC concurrently delivers greater convenience, 
improved security and reduced cost.

Configuration options, by each User, include pinning a favorite 
or most used door to the “open” position on the screen and 
displaying the full, scrollable list of accessible doors. 

The PMC is more like a wallet than a single credential, as a 
single phone can include a virtually unlimited number of different 
systems that it can access, perfect for multiple site, system and 
customer operations.

iPhone & 
Android

For both 
ProxessIQ™ & 
LoxIQ™ Systems



ADDITIONAL FEATURES

✓ Real-time credential validation ✓ Vicinity & local Lockdown

✓ Real-time audit transfer ✓ Real-time Admin Notification of Lockdown

✓ Timed, offline operation option ✓ Flexible User operations: Simple, Flexible, 
Complex/Capable

✓ Automated “nearest door” display ✓ Toggle & First-in modes

✓ Re-programmable, forever credentials ✓ Options to Pin your favorite or list all your doors 

✓ Battery-Respect Mode ✓ Apple & Android phone and tablet compatible

✓ No touching the reader needed for wake-up ✓ Multiple site & system compatible

HOW TO ORDER

CONNECTIVITY BLE comms using both Apple iOS & Android phones and cloud synchronized over WiFi & 
mobile networks, including rights across multiple sites and systems.

REAL-TIME
Issue, update & revoke mobile credentials, open doors, initiate Lockdowns to always-awake 
Proxess Locksets and transmit lock events and notifications to the Proxess software in 
real-time.

ALL-DOORS 
EXPANSION

Expand your current perimeter-only EAC system to any interior door with a Proxess 
lockset, at near price-parity to mechanical Grade 1 locks, while upgrading to secure and 
convenient mobile credentials.

RE-USABLE Purchase mobile credentials once and recycle/re-issue them to new employees and 
visitors, keeping costs low and your database clean.

TOUCHLESS 
DELIVERY

Remotely and instantly issue temporary credentials to visitors and contractors. Update 
employee access rights without an office visit.

FEATURES
Mobile Credentials

NX-MC-25-S License for 25 mobile credentials
NX-MC-100-S License for 100 mobile credentials
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